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Allegation:   Gunwalking was approved at the “highest levels” of the Department of Justice. 
 
Chairman Issa:  “ATF people and Justice people are telling us, this goes all the way to the very top.  It goes all 

the way to the [ATF] Office of the Director and obviously it goes to the office of the Attorney 
General. … [T]his is an approved plan uh, that you know is basically at the highest levels of the 
Obama appointees.”1 

 
Chairman Issa: “[Holder’s] administration didn’t take it seriously when they authorized every aspect of this, 

remember this was funded, there were various wiretaps and other legal things that were done 
that had to be done at Justice at the highest level.  This was not a rogue operation of ATF, this 
was in fact a joint task force organized under his [Holder’s] leadership.”2 

 
The Facts:   After reviewing over 12,000 pages of documents, interviewing 22 witnesses, and holding three 

hearings on this matter, the Committee has obtained no evidence that the Attorney General or 
any other high-level Justice Department political appointees authorized, condoned, or approved 
of gunwalking.3 

                                                 
1 The Roger Hedgecock Show (Apr. 25, 2011) (online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=alk_hbX30k4).  
2 America Live, Fox News (June 14, 2011) (online at 

www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=cn2gKvEXfOE#!).   
3 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 49-63. 
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Allegation:   Senior Justice Department officials were “fully aware” of gunwalking in 

Operation Fast and Furious. 
 
Chairman Issa:  “Given this frequency of high level involvement with Fast and Furious as much as a year prior 

to your May 3, 2011 testimony, it simply is not believable that you were not briefed on Fast and 
Furious until a few weeks before your testimony.  At the very least, you should have known 
about Fast and Furious well before then.”4 

 
Chairman Issa:  “What we found out is that it’s the most open secret in the world that top brass at Justice they 

knew and reported and was fully aware that guns were walking while they were telling 
Congress that they never let guns walk.  Now we’re trying to connect the dots between Eric 
Holder and Lanny Breuer who obviously were briefed and Lanny Breuer of course had to 
approve all these projects.”5 

 
The Facts:   The Committee has obtained no evidence that the Attorney General was aware of gunwalking 

allegations before the controversy broke.  None of the 22 witnesses interviewed by the 
Committee claimed to have spoken with the Attorney General about the specific tactics 
employed in Operation Fast and Furious prior to this time.  The heads of the key components 
responsible for the investigation—ATF and the Arizona U.S. Attorney’s Office—have said they 
did not approve the tactics and never alerted anyone at Justice Department headquarters.6 

                                                 
4 Letter from Rep. Darrell Issa, Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, to Attorney General Eric 

Holder, Department of Justice (Oct. 9, 2011).  
5 The Roger Hedgecock Show (Nov. 21, 2011) (online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGYUxuBNxk0).  
6 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 49-63. 
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Allegation:   Operations during the Bush Administration were “coordinated” with Mexico. 
 
Chairman Issa: “[W]e know that under the Bush administration, there were similar operations but they were 

coordinated with Mexico, they made every effort to keep their eyes on the weapons the whole 
time.”7 

 
The Facts: During three previous operations during the Bush Administration—Operation Wide Receiver in 

2006 and 2007, the Hernandez case in 2007, and the Medrano case in 2008—attempts to 
coordinate “controlled deliveries” with Mexican officials failed repeatedly.  

 

 On November 16, 2007, Attorney General Michael Mukasey received a memorandum in 
preparation for a meeting with Mexican Attorney General Medina Mora.  The memo warned the 
Attorney General that “the first attempts at this controlled delivery have not been successful.”  
Yet it proposed to “expand” these controlled deliveries, after which several additional attempts 
also failed.8 

 

                                                 
7 Face the Nation, CBS News (Oct. 16, 2011) (online at www.cbsnews.com/stories/2011/10/16/ftn/main20121072.shtml). 
8 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 15-31. 
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Allegation:   The FBI is covering up the murder of a Federal agent by hiding a “third gun” 
found at the murder scene. 

 
Chairman Issa:  Bob Schieffer:  “Are—are you suggesting, sir, that the FBI may have tampered with evidence at 

the scene?” 
 

 Chairman Issa:  “Well we’re not suggesting that, but when you have tickets that are numbered 
two and three and there’s no ticket one.  In other words, the weapon—one weapon has a two, 
one has a three on it, there’s no one.  When agents who were at Brian Terry’s funeral made 
statements to his mother indicating that there were three weapons, when the two weapons that 
they have tested don’t conclusively match up, then you look and say, well, was there a third 
weapon at the scene?  Were there additional people who escaped with weapons?”9 

 
Chairman Issa: “According to documents we have obtained, we know that the two Fast and Furious rifles were 

part of a lot of three, all purchased at the same time over a year earlier.  These circumstances 
naturally raise questions regarding the whereabouts of that third Fast and Furious gun, whether 
the other firearms were also connected to Fast and Furious, and the current location of all the 
firearms involved.”10 

 
The Facts:  FBI Director Robert Mueller testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee:  “There was no 

third weapon found at the scene.  There were two weapons that were found at the scene, not a 
third.  Why there were suggestions as to a third I’m still not certain.”11 

                                                 
9 Face the Nation, CBS News (Oct. 16, 2011) (online at www.cbsnews.com/stories/2011/10/16/ftn/main20121072.shtml). 
10 Letter from Rep. Darrell Issa, Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, and Charles E. Grassley, 

Ranking Member, Senate Committee on the Judiciary, to Robert S. Mueller, III, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation (Oct. 20, 
2011). 

11 Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Testimony of Robert S. Mueller, III, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Hearing 
on Oversight of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (Dec. 14, 2011). 
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Allegation:   The Obama Administration was “using” gunwalking to justify stronger gun laws. 
 
Chairman Issa:  “[T]hey [DOJ] decided to be opportunist and use it to expand the gun database that they are 

now executing by their own regulations in four states and asking Congress to expand nationally. 
Very clearly, they made a crisis and they are using this crisis to somehow take away or limit 
people’s second amendment rights.”12 

 
Chairman Issa:  “Do we think the administration was trying to substantiate that American guns were ending up 

in Mexico and using this technique to do it?  Yes.”13 
 
The Facts:  The Committee has obtained no evidence indicating that senior officials authorized gunwalking 

or that they did so to serve partisan political purposes.  To the contrary, the documents obtained 
and interviews conducted by the Committee indicate that Operation Fast and Furious was the 
fourth in a series of reckless and fatally flawed operations run by ATF’s Phoenix Field Division 
during both the previous and current administrations.14 

                                                 
12 Hannity, Fox News (Dec. 8, 2011) (online at www.foxnews.com/on-air/hannity/2011/12/09/how-bad-fast-and-furious-

holder).  
13 Washington Journal, C-SPAN (Sept. 20, 2011) (online at www.c-spanvideo.org/program/301648-5).  
14 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 15-43. 
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Allegation:   The Department of Justice is engaged in a “cover-up.” 

Chairman Issa:  “There’s no question that this was a cover-up from day one.”15 
 
Chairman Issa:  “He [Holder] doesn’t want to admit that it was felony-stupid beyond—you know this thing was 

dumber than Iran-Contra.”16 
 
Chairman Issa:  “Eric Holder is certainly part of a cover up today by continuing to keep the people on board 

who very much are part of this plan and for whom it’s clear they knew and helped direct Fast 
and Furious.”17 

 
The Facts:  The Department has produced more than 6,000 pages of documents, including sensitive law 

enforcement materials related to the pending prosecution of the defendants in the underlying 
Fast and Furious case.  The Department has also made a significant number of witnesses 
available, including the former Deputy Attorney General, and the Attorney General has 
previously testified five times on this topic.18 

 

                                                 
15 Fox News Live (Dec. 5, 2011) (online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFx2FEap3Rw).  
16 The Laura Ingraham Show (Sept. 12, 2011) (online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6SUcRtm1kA). 
17 The Sean Hannity Show (Oct. 12, 2011) (online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofBhBtKRf4g). 
18 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 7-9. 
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Allegation:   The head of the Criminal Division advocated “gunwalking” to Mexican officials. 
 
Chairman Issa: “[A]s late as February 2011, he [Assistant Attorney General Lanny Breuer] was actively 

advocating gunwalking.”19 
 
The Facts: Assistant Attorney General Breuer met with senior officials from the Mexican government in 

Mexico on February 2, 2011, to discuss potential areas of cooperation to fight transnational 
organized crime and drug trafficking.  Mr. Breuer suggested working in close coordination with 
Mexican federal police to arrest straw purchasers after they crossed into Mexico.   

 
 In the context of Bush Administration operations, Chairman Issa condoned this exact concept, 

stating:  “we’re not per se saying that tracing weapons is a bad idea.”20 
 
 Documents obtained by the Committee do not indicate that any action was taken after this 

meeting to effectuate controlled firearms deliveries to Mexico.21 
 

                                                 
19 Letter from Rep. Letter from Rep. Darrell Issa, Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, to 

Attorney General Eric Holder, Department of Justice (Oct. 9, 2011). 
20 Face the Nation, CBS News (Oct. 16, 2011) (online at www.cbsnews.com/stories/2011/10/16/ftn/main20121072.shtml). 
21 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 63-64. 
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Allegation:   The Acting Deputy Attorney General was briefed on gunwalking. 
 
Chairman Issa: “Gary Grindler, the then-Deputy Attorney General and currently your Chief of Staff, received 

an extremely detailed briefing on Operation Fast and Furious on March 12, 2010 … When 
former Acting ATF Director Ken Melson, a career federal prosecutor, learned similar 
information, he became sick to his stomach: ‘I had pulled out all Patino’s [ROIs] -- and ROIs is, 
I’m sorry, report of investigation -- and you know, my stomach being in knots reading the 
number of times he went in and the amount of guns that he bought..’”22 

  
The Facts: Acting ATF Director Melson made this comment during a transcribed interview with 

Committee staff on July 4, 2011.23  During that same interview, he also told Committee staff 
that he did not read these ROI’s until March 30, 2011—more than a year after the meeting with 
Mr. Grindler that Chairman Issa references.24  Acting ATF Director Melson also stated that he 
was never informed about gunwalking at any time before the public controversy broke.25  Mr. 
Grindler, during his own interview with Committee staff, confirmed this account. 26  ATF 
Deputy Director Hoover, who was also present at the meeting, also confirmed this account 
during his transcribed interview with Committee staff. 27  

                                                 
22 Letter from Rep. Letter from Rep. Darrell Issa, Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, to 

Attorney General Eric Holder, Department of Justice (Oct. 10, 2011). 
23 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of Kenneth Melson (July 4, 2011). 
24 Id. 
25 Id. 
26 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of Gary Grindler (Dec. 14, 2011).  
27 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of William Hoover (July 21, 2011). 
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Allegation:   The Committee will examine the actions of the Bush Administration. 
 
Chairman Issa: “I’m going to be investigating a president of my own party because many of the issues we’re 

working on began on President Bush or even before and haven’t been solved.”28 
 
The Facts: The documents obtained by the Committee indicate that three Phoenix-ATF gunwalking 

operations occurred during the Bush Administration—Operation Wide Receiver in 2006 and 
2007, the Hernandez case in 2007, and the Medrano case in 2008.29   

 
 Despite documents showing that former Attorney General Michael Mukasey was personally 

informed about the failure of previous law enforcement operations involving the illegal 
smuggling of weapons into Mexico, and despite documents showing that he received a proposal 
to expand these operations, Chairman Issa has failed to hold a hearing with the former Attorney 
General or even conduct an interview.30   

 
 Instead, Chairman Issa stated on national television:  “[W]e know that under the Bush 

administration, there were similar operations but they were coordinated with Mexico, they made 
every effort to keep their eyes on the weapons the whole time.”31 

                                                 
28 MSNBC (Nov. 3, 2011) (online at http://videocafe.crooksandliars.com/david/darrell-issa-obama-must-answer-several-

hundr). 
29 Minority Staff, House Committee on Government Reform, Fatally Flawed: Five Years of Gunwalking in Arizona (Jan. 

2012), at pages 15-30. 
30 Id. at page 8. 
31 Face the Nation, CBS News (Oct. 16, 2011) (online at www.cbsnews.com/stories/2011/10/16/ftn/main20121072.shtml). 


